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Most of all in one place. Totally free to use! HomeEmbedWatch TrailerLoveLikeDislikeBecause YoudAmber Alert When a group of friends decides to follow the car they saw placed on Amber Alert, things are starting to go very wrong. Amber Alert featuring Jasen Wade and Summer Bellessa is free on VUDU, available for rent or purchase on iTunes, available
for rent or purchase on Prime Video, and 1 other. It's a crime and horror movie with a less than average IMDb audience rating of 4.6 (2,782 votes). VuduFree Not about your services? Hit to get a notification when it is. Streamability ScoreThe Streamability Assessment factors in which something can be observed at the moment and weighs it with the
popularity and cost of available streaming services. The higher the score, the easier the flow is for the largest number of people. Available to view for free online (Vudu). Available for rent or purchase from $2.99 for 3 services (iTunes, Prime Video and Vudu). Not available to stream on the subscription service. Not available for streaming on TV everywhere
service. Reelgood ScoreThe Reelgood Score takes into account audience and critics' scores from IMDb and mood critic, recent popularity, and other quality markers like genres or cast crew to help you find what to watch. The higher the score, the better the movie or show. Amber Alert's audience rating is below the IMDb average of 4.6 (2,782 votes). The film
has been somewhat popular with Reelgood users lately. MOREStreaming TV Guide © 20202020 Most Innovative2019 Webby WinnerRegion: United States More Edit When a group of friends decides to follow the car they saw posted on Amber Alert, things start to go very wrong. Plot Summary ( en) Add a Summary of Taglines: You are her last hope. Read
more : Crime Horror Mystery (en) Thriller Movie Rating (MPAA) Grade R for some disturbing content and sexual references Parents Guide: View Content Advisory User Reviews Edit Release Date: 2 November 2012 (USA) More Also Known as: Bluefields Entertainment, Underground More Runtime: 80 min See the full technical specification Mostly, there's a
girl Sam, and a guy Nate. Sam's younger brother Caleb is behind the camera, helping them film an audition for a reality show. During a trip to the mountains, they see the Amber Alert sign. It describes the Grey Honda, and the license plate. Coincidentally, they see a gray Honda a few meters in front of them. They pass another one with the same description.
There's a brief silence before Sam calls the police. They tell her they will arrive in about 15 minutes cause they get a lot of calls. She tells Sam that they can follow the car at a safe distance, they shouldn't be in contact with him. Nate has this with that. She argues that he may have kidnapped the girl, Nate claims it's probably just a custody battle. They
continue to keep an eye on the car's unsafe distance. The man pulls at the gas station, they follow the parking a little far from him. He goes somewhere for a moment, and Sam, being really stupid, I go up to his car and look inside. She calls Nate on the phone and says there's a little girl inside. She puts the microphone in the car, retreats back to Nate's case,
he tells her that the guy comes back, and follow the guy as he pulls out. They listen to the dialogue from his car, they pick up from the microphone. He calls his phone company complaining that he's got too much. He's raising an ex-wife. Then Sam and Nate start arguing, because Nate is still convinced that he's the guy in the custody battle. The man
mentions Sandhill, and reads out his phone number, which Sam notes. They continue to follow him at an unsafe distance, and the guy in the car realizes that he is being watched and stops on the highway. Sam makes Nate do the same thing he objects to, but does anyway. The guy gets out of the car and knocks on the window, which Nate opens
reluctantly. The guy asks why he's being watched, and Sam confronts him. The guy claims that the Amber Alert sign is the reason he kept his daughter a day later and he only had to keep her for the weekend. He invites Sam to talk to the girl. Sam threatens to call the police, he claims he has already spoken to them. Nate convinces Sam to leave him. When
they leave, they're here a man through a microphone. He threatens the girl, causing Sam to tantrum, and there is more controversy. Sam calls the police and tells them what happened. Officers are on their way and Nate speeds well beyond the speed limit to catch up with the kidnapper. The police are going to call Nate. Sam yells at the policeman, telling him
what happened. He tells them to go to the police station and hand over the footage. After the officer leaves, Sam invites them to find the guy. Nate keeps driving. After constant looking they pull into the restaurant. Sam is looking to see if Sandhill is a street and learns that there is Sandhill Road. After they've finished eating, they go in search of him. They find
it and drive down the street to see if they get some type of noise from the microphone. They get one and listen. They hear more dialogue between a man and a little girl. Sam calls the police. They say wait for them to get there. Hearing the man say nasty things to the girl, Sam took out her phone, calls his number and pretends to be a cell phone supervisor,
offering him a sweet deal. He's leaving in a white van. Sam decides to get out of the car, take the camera and break into the house of the kidnapper. Nate joins her, leaving his younger brother Caleb in the car alone. Isn't she a wonderful sister? Not. They break into his dirty house, go down to his garage, his car alarm goes off, and Nate points out that the
microphone, she put it in his car, no more, and wondered if it was a little strange. It's This. but she shakes off his comment and continues to search for the girl. They go through his house and find that the guy has a lot of weapons. They do not arm themselves or take off their bullets; they just leave the weapons there, even if he can come back. They continue
to find a little girl locked in a cage. They find the hammer, and they break it. They try to leave and they find the camera and their microphone that Sam put in the kidnapper's car. Nate says the guy knows they're here. Caleb calls and says the kidnapper is in the house. The kidnapper shoots Sam in the back of the head, killing her, Nate shoots the man, but
also gets shot. The kidnapper dies, as does Nate. The girl is returned to her parents, and Caleb has only a bullet in the shoulder. It's the worst movie I've ever seen. The acting was horrible, they made the stupidest decisions you could make, and all Sam and Nate ever did throughout the movie was to argue for an unreal amount of time. I had a feeling that
whoever wrote the script was trying to make it realistic, but. They could have survived if they had kept a safe distance, found out the boy's whereabouts, and then left until the police broke in and arrested him. But no, they had to break into the kidnapper's house and kill themselves. I don't think it was a waste because the girl escaped unharmed. It's still a bad
movie. Don't watch it if you still feel the need to judge it for yourself. 5 out of 9 found it useful. Was this review useful? Sign up to vote. Permalink copyright © 2020 Born In Cleveland LLC This product uses THE TMDb API but is not approved or certified TMDb. Disney and Pixar - Marvel - Star Wars - Nat Geo Stream exclusive Disney' Originals Stream now or
download and go watch 7 days free Get unlimited access to the largest streaming library with limited advertising Watch on your favorite devices Switch plans or Chanel anytime to watch now Unlimited HD streaming and downloads thousands of movies and TV shows Stream on up to 4 devices at the same time watch for free during their filming show best
friends Nate and Samantha notice a few active AMBER SIGNS alert. To their surprise, they recognize the car travelling in front of them as the vehicle described on the AMBER Alert. Sam and Nate decide to follow the car, but with the police slowly reacting, their chase quickly turns into a high-stakes cat-and-mouse game with a murderous child rapist.
Microsoft can receive a Affiliate Commission if you buy something through the recommended links on this page. Send MSN Feedback Please give an overall site rating: rating: amber alert 2012 full movie free online
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